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Introduction
I had just finished Faeries, Angels, Indians and Aliens, thought I was
fin ished with writ ing books, and was selling them at the 25th annual UFO
Conference in Eureka Springs, Arkansas . Cyndie Lepori, a gifted psychic and
med iu m, approached my vendor table and introduced herself. She said she had
seen blue beings standing near me and they wanted her to relay an important
message to me. I wasn‟t too surprised, for another very gifted psychic had told
me a year previously that I was surrounded by blue beings, and that I was one
of them! She said I had co me to Earth in hu man form to fulfill a mission for
the benefit of humanity. I was naturally eager to hear any message from my
blue friends and asked Cyndie when she wanted to reveal it. She was tired
fro m doing sessions all day and said she wanted to be fresh for our session, so
we agreed to meet early the next morn ing.
Cyndie began by saying that one of the blue beings was standing behind
me at my left, and another, who was dressed like a Nat ive American, stood to
his right. She said they were very pleased with what I had already written, but
it was time to begin a new book based on informat ion I had been receiving
fro m them for years, and that I already knew what it was to be about.
Cindy asked me, “What will the topic be?”
“The mu ltid imensional nature of the self.”
“Yes! They‟re very excited. They say you should just sit down and start
writing. It doesn‟t matter where or how you start, they will help you. The
informat ion will just flow through you.”
“I‟m very p leased to have another project. I have been wondering how
to spend all this free time I have right now, and this is a topic that I think may
contribute to the spiritual g rowth of my readers , and hopefully to universal
peace, sharing, and prosperity.”I began writing that same day.
Our Interdimensional Family is the result. It contains numerous excerpts
fro m Faeries, Angels, Indians and Aliens, a five volume saga of day by day
interactions with interd imensional entities who channeled through my wife,
Marjorie. For those who are skeptical about the reality of channeling, I will
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only assert that a purely materialistic conception of reality cannot explain the
paranormal phenomena produced by the entities involved when they were not
channeling, nor the incredible number of very improbable synchronicities that
occurred. I have provided several examp les of the multitude recorded in
Faeries, Angels, Indians and Aliens.
Marjorie‟s psychic gifts were not apparent until I used hypnotic
techniques to repair the devastating mental, emotional, and physical effects of
psychological and physical traumas, wh ich began when she was only four
years old. Neither she nor I expected to receive help from beings who inhabit
parallel dimensions when we began. We were astonished and eager to learn
more about them when they appeared, at first when Marjorie was seriously
suicidal, later during hypnosis sessions, and then without requiring a formal
trance induction. The entities included, in the order given, faeries, angels,
Indian spirits and physical ext raterrestrials. The ones listed in the Main
Characters section channeled were regular visitors. So me channeled daily,
some only rarely, but they were all qu ite distinctive. So me channeled
throughout the fifteen years the five volu mes cover and some for a period of
less than a month. They all elicited our love, respect, and gratitude, which
they abundantly returned. We consider them to be interdimensional members
of our spiritual family.
Our interactions with these entities were often instructive, sometimes
highly emotional, sometimes uplifting, and sometimes frustrating, just like
relationships in a normal hu man family. They were always ready to help us in
any way that they could, giving us spiritual and practical guidance, soothing
emotional distress, curing diseases, and healing physical and psychological
injuries. Without their intervention, neither Marjie nor I would have survived
the homicidal attacks of entit ies who served The Dark.
Whenever Marjorie channeled, her posture, gait, strength, endurance,
coordination, speech, vocabulary, reasoning, wisdom, beliefs and emotions
dramat ically changed, according to the traits of the specific entity who had
borrowed her body. Anyone well acquainted with Marjorie immed iately
perceived the presence of a separate, psychologically unique individual. On
occasion, complete strangers reacted to the changes. A female checkout clerk
once addressed full-breasted, femin inely dressed Marjorie as “sir” when an
extraterrestrial male, executing a pract ical joke, man ifested.
Our interdimensional contacts taught us to believe in the unlimited
spiritual potential of hu man beings. Some demonstrated supernatural abilit ies
and others the astounding physical, biological, and spiritual technology used
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routinely by advanced extraterrestrials. Every one of our hu man acquaintances
who frequently interacted with the channeled entities underwent changes in
their concepts of reality and experienced accelerated spiritual growth. It was
not a one-sided benefit however, for the entities also grew. Excerpts fro m
Faeries, Angels, Indians and Aliens illustrate selected steps toward spiritual
growth taken by several participants, including my o wn. So metimes growth
occurred because of difficult challenges and sometimes through very pleasant
experiences. We learned that a spiritual being can stand still for a wh ile or
even backtrack, but all spirits, unless completely shattered, must grow.
Above all else, we learned the importance of loving one another, whether
or not we inhabit a physical body. Loving those who are different fro m
ourselves is essential if we want to jo in a vast, benevolent Alliance of
thousands of civilized species, which has a keen interest in Earth.
Extraterrestrial technology allows instantaneous, conscious visitation among
different species, even among those living in different dimensions. Human
proclivit ies for greed, self-centeredness, and dominance have prevented
planet-saving technology from being fully shared with Earth‟s inhabitants.
Our failure to love each other and those who are different fro m us, no matter
what form they take or where they live, stands in our way. If we wish to
receive all the blessings they desire to bestow upon us, we must learn to freely
share our resources with others, especially those in need. Until we willingly
practice the Go lden Rule, we cannot expect to receive the natural blessings
such actions would inevitably generate.
It is hoped that this book and the ones preceding it will bring an
awareness of God‟s love and mercy to those who have n ot believed, and
strengthen the faith of those who have.
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Main Characters
Marjorie (aka Marjie, Star One): The author‟s wife who channeled the
entities listed below on a fairly regular basis, among others. Her beautiful
spiritual Light acted like a magnet for spirits of all types.
Perithnea: Marjo rie‟s protective faery queen who was adopted into our
family and who provided much guidance and protection, along with a sense of
humor.
Alta Sha: Marjorie‟s guardian angel, a true messenger of God, advisor
and friend, who placed steps generated by the Creator before us and educated
us in spiritual matters by example and through his words.
Metatron (aka Light Mother): An Archangel of unimag inable power
who nurtured Marjorie fro m early childhood, performed med ical procedures
to cure what earthly doctors could not cure, an interdimensional warrior,
beloved companion, and much, much mo re.
Adam: A newly created faery adopted by us who eventually accepted a
position within the Alliance, thereby establishing a precedent for the faeries
who followed his example, who accomp lished remarkable feats leading to
selection as Nucleus 8‟s Second in Co mmand.
Nucleus 8: A hu man/ext raterrestrial hybrid genetically engineered to
have two brainstems which allow him to monitor events in six dimensions
simu ltaneously, born in Egypt in the year 2713 B.C., he is Supreme Lord of
Security for the multid imensional Universal Alliance Federation , which
includes hundreds of thousands of galaxies and thousands of civilizations. He
has loved, mentored and protected Marjorie fro m early childhood and is our
beloved friend and family member.
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Sarah: A Teg lin lin child rescued by Metatron fro m abusive parents
whose consciousness was placed within Marjie to overcome her universal
distrust of everyone except Joshua, her older brother. She resisted Alliance
efforts to accelerate her growth and chose an unanticipated path to greatness.
Joshua: Sarah ‟s brave, protective and affectionate older brother whose
consciousness was also temporarily p laced within Marjie. We became his
surrogate parents and he became Adam‟s friend. When Sarah learned to
trust us, he returned to his body and became Ch ief Hort icu lturist at Alliance
headquarters.
Joseph: The very sweet and affectionate infant brother of Sarah and
Joshua whose consciousness was also placed within Marjie to protect him. He
developed very rapidly, was found to have color vision, unheard of in
Teglin lins, developed artistic talent, and demonstrated spiritual wisdom and
great loyalty to those whom he loved.
22: A member of the small gray species and Medical Director at Alliance
headquarters who treated injuries and illnesses of several individuals on this
list and many others.
Regenc 4: A member of the tall gray species, Board of Twelve member,
and Nucleus 8‟s superior when we first met, who invited me to join their
team. Although all business in his professional position, he was a happily
married, loving and playful father to his children.
Mi : A wood sprite fond of imitating sounds, moving things around, and
tickling people, who became a frequent, beloved companion and sometimes
made herself visib le as a fast fly ing, brown blur.
Tanner : The spirit of an ancient, b lind Ute‟ Indian shaman variously
known as Asalara, Reaches for Fire in the Sky, Softener of Skins, and One
Who Sees by the Red Moon at Night, who sent us on several long journeys to
find his sacred teaching stones. He humorously taught us and others spiritual
truths and shared some of h is people‟s customs with us .
Raps ar: An ext raterrestrial who died in the crash of his sabotaged craft
on Earth, whose spirit helped us locate Tanner‟s most important stone.
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Isabel (a.k.a. Shadow): Healer, psychic, instructor, good Samaritan,
friend to Nucleus 8, Rex, Marjorie and the Teglinlins, she discovered through
hypnosis her remarkab le parallel identity in 8‟s dimension and is regarded by
Nucleus 8 as his surrogate mother.
Candace (a pseudonym): A gifted but very ambivalent psychic who
became Nucleus 8‟s human girlfriend for a t ime. She interpreted some of
Tanner‟s teaching stones and photographs of Anasazi petroglyphs found at
Bandelier National Monu ment.
Victori a: The beaut ifu l, selfless spirit of nine year o ld child who
entered Marjorie at W illiamsburg , Virgin ia, where she and her mother were
unjustly hanged in colonial t imes. Her spirit quickly evolved into that of a
young woman who offered devoted, loving co mpan ionship to all who knew
her.
Tesar: Member of the Board of Twelve, close friend of Nucleus 8, and
practical joker. Through trickery he taught Sarah valuable lessons in judgment
and self determination and helped to loosen the rigid formalit ies of life at the
Station.
Di di wahtay: An infant Native A merican spirit given to us for parenting
who developed artistic talent and eventually learned to fly in the bodies of
crows, vultures and hawks, destined to be important to his people..
Wachi ti que (a.k.a. Washi): Hyb rid rept ilian ch ild o f St ar On e and
Rago r in Nucleus 8‟s dimension who loves horseplay and quickly outg rew
his in fant ile inst inct to b ite anyth ing near h is mouth .
Hope: The human appearing, s econd child of Star One and Ragor who
has a mixture of reptilian, gray, and human genes. She has a cheerful, loving,
sweet disposition and is quite intelligent.
Moses: Third born child of Star One and Ragor, also quite human
appearing, whose name express es the wisdom which he man ifested almost
fro m b irth. He loves to run and to play harmless jokes.
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Amy (a pseudonym): An angel in hu man form beloved by Nucleus 8
who demonstrated amazing psychic talents and deep dedication to her
spiritual practices.
Nel da (a pseudonym): A hu man channel with strong psychic abilit ies
who aided Nucleus 8 and Tanner along their spiritual paths.
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Chapter One

Marjorie/Star One
When we first met, Marjie was a painfully thin, blonde, blue eyed, thirty
nine year old wo man who was extremely an xious and depressed to the point
of being seriously suicidal. I suggested that she allow me to help her relax and
she agreed, easily follo wing my instructions, which made her a good
candidate for the use of hypnosis to uncover the sources of her symptoms, to
which she readily agreed. In our first hypnotic session I suggested that she
enter a hallway of doors and look for one that, if she entered it, would lead to
a beneficial experience. She quickly found the door, and this is what
happened, as recorded in Volu me One of Faeries, Angels, Indians and Aliens:
“Describe it to me.”
“It‟s a big wooden door with intricate carvings all over it. The
doorknob and hinges are made of pure gold. It ‟s beautiful!”
“Just admire it for a mo ment, and when you are ready, open it and
go in.”
“I‟m afraid to go in.”
“Just wait for a while until your fear subsides. Remember, there is
a good experience waiting for you behind the door.”
“Alright, I‟m ready now,” she said after a few mo ments.
“Then go in as slowly as you like, and tell me what you see.”
A wondrous smile and tears of joy appeared on her face. “It‟s a
paradise! I‟m standing on a hill looking over a beautifu l valley. The
grass is so green! There are flowers and trees. At the end of the
valley is a gorgeous Light surrounded by a rainbow. I want to go to
that Light. I know where this is! This is heaven!” Happy tears flowed
fro m her eyes, and to my dismay, I found my own eyes overflowing.
The therapist isn’t supposed to cry, I thought, but I couldn‟t help it.
This was too much.
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